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When a plant model structure is known but its parameters are unknown, the process of developing a control scheme naturally becomes complicated. In general, it has been a common experience to find that more complex is the plant model: the more complex is the design of a suitable controller scheme. Adjusting the controller parameters for such cases (where plant parameters were not accurately known), is known as ‘Adaptive Control’. It was developed during the 1960s. In MRAC, a reference model is apriori chosen so that it describes the desired response of the plant controller combination; this choice is made by the designer, based on experience. The plant output is compared with the reference model output; the difference between them, called a system output is used to adjust the controller parameters such a way until this very error signal is driven to zero. In this MRAC, two features play crucial role: 1) stability of the overall system, including the adaptive mechanism - in the sense that all signals in the entire system remain bounded; and 2) the plant output response meeting the reference model output response, with minimum error; that is, the system output error converging to zero. Consequently, after an MRAC scheme is designed, the entire system is simulated to check whether the above two feature are satisfied. A typical adaptive controller scheme has a mechanism in an additional loop (over and above the ordinary feedback loop) for adjusting/adapting the controller parameters. The equations, which describe how these controller parameters need to be adjusted, are called ‘adaptive laws’. Since the overall system stability is the primary requirement, adaptive control schemes and adaptive laws have been developed based on Lyapunov stability theory, historically since the 1960s. The choice of adaptive gains has been a problem and many times chosen by trial and error basis. In this paper, the adaptive gains are chosen based on the integral of the square of the error signal. In the new laws presented in this paper are able to help improve the overall system stability and to offer optimal tuning for controller parameters, but also they are able to provide better dynamic performance and faster decay of system output error signal, with less oscillations while going to zero.
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